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What to expect from intimate waxing!!!!!!
Waxing is now one of the most popular treatments for hair removal of the downstairs garden bush area. Let's call
it so bikini and Brazilian waxes are becoming more and more popular with our clients and many clients ask why
should have one and what to expect so here are a few answers to guide you‐‐‐
So why do lady's chose to have a bikini or Brazilian ?
Bikini is easy to answer as many wear swimsuits and and they don't want a bush to pop out and also fashion and
also it makes them feel sexy.
A Brazilian for same reasons plus it is also hygenic in a hot weather like here in the Philippines.
Your partner may find it more erotic and therefore it may enhance sexy time! 
Are the different patterns and shapes ?
Yes some want to make fashion
statements so why not and
therefore not have all the hair
removed and as you will notice
from the diagrams there are
four basic shapes
Bikini wax
Extended bikini wax
Landing strip
Hollywood or Brazilian
There are different names and styles and your therapist can advise and create the style of your choice.
My first intimate waxing experience so what should I expect?
We use variety of waxing including roll on and roll off and it depends on your skin type which type your therapist
will recommend so your therapist will talk to you and advise
So every person will react differently so you might have some irrigation and redness after treatment and some
irritation when the hairs start to grow back etc but we have a great selection of treatments which is part of your
treatment which our highly skilled and trained therapist will use to minimize any reaction and sooth the skin.
Is my treatment confidential and what is the gender of my therapist ?
Yes totally confidential and we only use female therapist at mesquite spa services
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How old do I have to be ?
Your minimum age must be 18 as then you are a adult 
Will I need to sign a consent form ?
Yes and your therapist will guide you 
Is there a time when I can't have it done ?
Yes, during your red days 
Why is waxing so effective and safe ?
Because shaving cuts the roots and may cut you leading to infection.
Waxing removes the roots so it has to grow back from the root taking about 4‐6 weeks while shaving cuts the hair
and it can take just 2‐3 days to grow back.
Is waxing hygienic?
Yes completely as our therapists practice the correct sanitary procedure and all our equipment is put through our
sanitizer
Now the million dollar question ‐‐‐‐ is it painful?
No pain no gain they say but the first time it's more of a discomfort but some many experiace pain but out
therapists are used to clients pain thresholds and can work with you
But we use ointments to help ease any discomfort
The nervous type might and we would probably recommend to go for a bikini wax for the first time so you can
experiace the feeling and second time graduate to a Brazilian
Any disadvantages ?
Only the discomfort but clients say that with each session the discomfort decreases and we have great lotions to
help ease the discomfort
What now ?
Go on book a schedule and enjoy the benefits that millions of women worldwide already enjoy
Why Because you know your worth it! 

Remember when looking after plants you know when you cut them back prune etc how great they look
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So girls get that bush trimmed

